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Four dielectric-loss frequency dependencesε′′j(ν), j ) 1-4, which constitute a basis for underlying far-
infrared (FIR) spectra of water and ice, are briefly analyzed. The relevant molecular mechanisms are (a)
free-like libration of a permanent dipole in a hat potential, (b) elastic vibration of a nonrigid dipole along the
H-bond (HB), (c) elastic reorientation of a permanent dipole around this bond, and (d) vibration of HB water
molecules transverse to the HB direction. A semiphenomenological (SP) approach, based on analytical
calculation of the spectrum of autocorrelation function, is applied. The total loss curveε′′(ν), accounting for
these mechanisms and presented for liquid water at 27 and 81.4°C, for supercooled water at-5.6 °C, and
for ice at-7 °C, demonstrates a very good agreement with experimental spectra. A simple formula is proposed
for an “association factor”ú relating the dipole momentsµ⊥ andµq of transversally and longitudinally (with
respect to HB direction) vibrating molecules. The parametrization of the model yields forT < 300 K a sharp
increase of this factorú with a decrease of temperature.

Introduction

Understanding of molecular mechanisms, governing complex
permittivity ε(ν) of water and ice, is of a fundamental interest
and of practical importance, the “frequency”ν being, as usual,
the wavenumber, whereasε ≡ ε′ + iε′′ (the complex-conjugation
symbol is omitted).

Theoreticalε(ν) spectra of water could be obtained by the
molecular-dynamics (MD) simulation method; see, e.g., refs
1-7 and references therein. The MD method, which represents
a computational experiment, is based on consideration of pair
interactions in a large assembly of water molecules. However,
this method is complex, characterized by high cost of computa-
tion and difficulty in calculation of the low-frequency permit-
tivity ε(ν). Up to now the MD method yields only aqualitatiVe
agreement with experiment. These drawbacks are avoided in
the semiphenomenological (SP) approach,8-10 in which the one-
particle approximation is used and the effective potentials,
governing motion of rigid or nonrigid dipoles, are introduced
on an intuitiVe basis. Being less fundamental for this reason,
than the MD method, the SP approach obtains, however, a good
analytical description of the experimentalε(ν) dependences.

We demonstrate in this communication that the main features
of the complex permittivityε(ν) pertinent to water and ice may
be properly described, iffour molecular mechanisms (a), (b),
(c), (d) are involved on the basis of a semiphenomenological
modeling of spectra in terms of classical theory. The first
mechanism (a) refers to dielectric relaxation pertinent to a
permanent dipole influenced by a rather narrow hat intermo-
lecular potential, the next two (b, c) refer to the complex
permittivity generated by two elastically vibrating hydrogen-
bonded (HB) molecules. The last mechanism (d) refers to a
nonrigid dipole vibrating in direction perpendicular to that of
the undisturbed H-bond. Mechanism a is described in refs 10-
12, mechanisms b and c in ref 13, and mechanism d in ref 14.

In this correspondence our recent theory of complex permit-
tivity pertinent to mechanism d is considered and application15

of this theory for water in a range of temperatures is briefly
observed. We place emphasis just on a specific role of the d
mechanism in formation of far-IR spectra of water and ice. We
shall consider the wideband spectrum of water in the range
0-1000 cm-1 and the spectrum of ice in the far-infrared (FIR)
range 10-1000 cm-1 applying the two-fractional (mixed) SP
model, in which one fraction refers to the librational (LIB) and
the other to the vibrational (VIB) modes of molecular motion.

First, we shall illustrate the loss spectra relevant to each of
the four specific mechanisms (we term “loss” the imaginary
part of ε). At the end of our communication we shall
demonstrate the total loss spectrum by taking into account all
mechanisms. The employed molecular constants and the fitted
and estimated model parameters are given in Table 1.

Mechanism a: Loss Contribution E′′or of a Librating
Permanent Dipole.10-13 This mechanism refers to theLIB state
and concerns quasi-resonance dielectric response generating the
librational band located near the border of the infrared region
(at νor ≈ 700 and≈ 900 cm-1, respectively, in water and ice).
In terms of our SP approach the far-IR band arises from a rather
free reorientation of a permanent dipoleµ in the hat-like
potential well typical of broken or strongly bent hydrogen bonds.
In the low-frequency limit the mechanism aformally (after a
proper parametrization) also describes the nonresonance Debye
relaxation band, whose loss peak is located at microwaves. A
useful molecular interpretation of this band was given forwater,
e.g., in ref 16, whereas in ref 17 a convenient empirical formula
for ε(ν) was proposed. Forice a similar nonresonance band is
located at extremely low frequencies (in the kilohertz region).
An empirical description ofε(ν) in this region is known (see
ref 18 and references therein); however, it appears that a relevant
molecular interpretation of this band is lacking. The relaxation
band of ice is not considered here.

The lifetime τor of the LIB state is commensurable with a
part of a picosecond; in iceτor is several times shorter than in
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water (see Table 1). An important feature of this state is fast
chaotic reorientation (sometimes termeddisorder) of hydrogen
atoms inside a rather stable tetrahedral-like network of oxygen
atoms. This reorientation iscooperatiVe,12 because a rotating
proton, attached to a water molecule, jumps in a certain
“favorable” configuration to form another H-bond.19,20 The
libration of dipoles in the hat well is perhaps more chaotic in
ice than in water, becauseτor(ice) , τor(water). A close
connection between motions of hydrogen atoms and dielectric
properties of aqueous fluids reveals itself in a great difference
in the values of static dielectric permittivityεs of ice Ih and ice
II. In ice Ih, where the proton disorder is emphasized,εs is as

high as≈100, whereas in ice II, where such a disorder is lacking,
the static dielectric permittivity is low21 (εs ≈ 3.66).

The profile of the hat well is characterized by the libration
amplitudeâ, by the normalized (divided bykBT) well depthu,
and by the form factorf determined as the ratiof ) (potential
width near the bottom)/(potential width near the edge of the
well).

The adopted well has parabolic walls and a flat bottom (see
Figure 1c,d). The well is rather deep (u is about 8), whereas
the well width 2â is about 45°. Unlike the well width 2â and
the well depthUor ≡ ukBT, the parameterf strongly depends on
the structure of the fluid and the temperature. For instance, in

TABLE 1: Fitted and Estimated Parameters of the Molecular Modela

water at 81.4°C εs ) 61.8 F ) 0.971 g cm-3 τD ) 3.17 ps n∞
2 ) 1.7

â ) 23.8° f ) 0.9 τor ) 0.08 ps u ) 6.8 ror ) 65% k µ) 1.19 µor ) 2.7 D mor ) 1.5
k| ) 14 560 dyne cm-1 τq ) 0.076 ps νq ) 165 cm-1 µq ) 5.3 D µµ ) 7 D crot ) 0.12
k⊥ ) 4370 dyne cm-1 τ⊥ ) 0.064 ps p⊥ ) 0.4 g⊥ ) 8.4 m⊥ ) 0.083

water at 27°C εs ) 77.6 F ) 0.996 g cm-3 τD ) 7.85 ps n∞
2 ) 1.7

â ) 23° f ) 0.8 τor ) 0.12 ps u ) 8.0 ror ) 65% k µ ) 1.08 µor ) 2.45 D mor ) 2.3
k| ) 14 560 dyne cm-1 τq ) 0.076 ps νq ) 165 cm-1 µq ) 7.0 D µµ) 6.35 D crot ) 0.12
k⊥ ) 4370 dyne cm-1 τ⊥ ) 0.1 ps p⊥ ) 0.65 g⊥ ) 3.9

supercooled
water at-5.6°C

εs ) 90.2 F ) 0.999 g cm-3 τD ) 22.4 ps n∞
2 ) 1.7 m⊥ ) 0.071

â ) 21.5° f ) 0.7 τor ) 0.28 ps u ) 8.5 ror ) 65% k µ) 1.08 µor ) 2.45 D mor ) 5.6
k| ) 16 380 dyne cm-1 τq ) 0.08 ps νq ) 175 cm-1 µq ) 6.15 D µµ ) 6.0 D crot ) 0.12
k⊥ ) 6740 dyne cm-1 τ⊥ ) 0.2 ps p⊥ ) 4.5 g⊥ ) 154 m⊥ ) 0.028

ice at-7 °C εs ) 94 F ) 0.92 g cm-3 δ∞ ) 1.9
â ) 23.5° f ) 0.15 τor ) 0.06 ps u ) 8.5 ror ) 70% k µ ) 1.06 µor ) 1.9 D
k| ) 22 480 dyne cm-1 τq ) 0.23 ps νq ) 205 cm-1 µq ) 7.0 D µµ ) 4.4 D crot ) 0.16 mor ) 2.1
k⊥ ) 6740 dyne cm-1 τ⊥ ) 0.03 ps p⊥ ) 0.4 g⊥ ) 7 m⊥ ) 1.31

a The employed molecular constants areM ) 18, Ior ) 1.483× 10-40 g cm2, Ivib ) 3.38× 10-40 g cm2, µ0 ) 1.84 D,slim ) 0.2.

Figure 1. Dielectric-loss spectrum pertinent to libration of a permanent dipole in the hat well (a) and profileU(θ) (kBT)-1 of such a well (c);
calculation for water at 27°C. Loss spectrum (b) and profile of the hat well (d) calculated for ice at-7 °C. Symbols D and L refer respectively
to the Debye relaxational and librational bands.
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the case of water the well profile is at a high temperature almost
rectangular (f ≈ 0.9 at 81.4°C), whereas at low temperature it
resembles a parabolic profile (f ≈ 0.65 at-5.6°C). In the case
of ice the well becomes almost parabolic (f ≈ 0.15).

The form factorf accounts implicitly for the influence on
the spectrum of collisions of librating dipoles with surrounding
medium. The stronger are the interactions in a liquid, the less
is the fitted form factorf, i.e., the more the potential profile
declines from the rectangular one. Unspecific interactions,
characteristic for nonassociated liquids, resemble frequency
dependences typical for liquid water. If one is to apply the hat
model for calculation of the absorption spectrum, then the main
distinctions between nonassociated and associated (water) fluids
become as follows. In the first medium (e.g., CH3F) (i) the
number of the reorientation cycles performed by a permanent
dipole during the lifetime of the hat potential is much shorter
than in the case of water, thus indicating that molecular rotation
is more damped and chaotic than in associated liquids; (ii)
absence of specific interactions (and correspondingly of the
translational band) arising due to H-bonding of the molecules;
(iii) the greater form factor:f(CH3F) ≈ 0.96, whereasf(H2O)
≈ 0.8 andf(D2O) ≈ 0.7. It was suggested, therefore,10 that the
parameterf presents some measure of localization of intermo-
lecular interactions, viz. of aspread of short-range forcesin a
liquid. These forces are revealed at larger distances for lowerf.
Roughly, this spread could be estimated as a length of the curved
part (1- f)â of the well: spread) (1 - f)ârmol, wherermol is
the mean radius of a reorienting molecule. At room temperature
one can take for H2O â ) 21.5°, f ) 0.7, rmol ≈ 1.5 Å; then
spread≈ 0.12 Å. For D2O an analogous estimate gives spread
≈ 0.2 Å, whereas for ice the spread is as much as≈0.5 Å.
Hence, the short-range interactions become more enhanced in
the sequence: light waterf heavy waterf ice. Note in contrast
that, in such a simple nonassociated liquid, as CH3F, we have10

f ) 0.96, â ) 22.9°, rmol ≈ ) 3.9 Å, so that an almost
rectangular intermolecular well corresponds to these parameters
(see ref 10, Figure 40c) characterized by a very small spread
(≈ 0.03 Å).

The equation of motion of a reorienting dipole, governed by
the hat potential, is nonlinear, so the law of a periodic libration
is rich in high harmonics, especially at high temperature. Due
to a nonlinear equation of motion, the form of the librational
band is far from being Lorentzian.

In Figure 1a we depict the contribution of librations to
wideband loss spectrum of water calculated in terms of the hat
model for room temperature (27°C). For ice at-7 °C a similar
calculation gives a much narrower band, see Figure 1b. During
the lifetime τor a dipole performs in water and ice about two
librations and about six librations in supercooled water (mor )
5.6).

An important feature of the LIB state (it is confirmed by
experimental data) presents a strong isotopic shift of the loss-
peak frequencyνor. Because in the chosen potential a polar
molecule librates almost freely,νor is determined by the moment
of inertia Ior(H2O), which comprises about half ofIor(D2O).
Therefore,νor(H2O) ≈ x2νor(D2O).

The VIB state concerns the next mechanisms, (b)-(d), which
are illustrated in Figure 2, respectively, by vibrational modes
1-3.

Mechanism b: LossContribution E′′q Due to Longitudinal
Vibration of a Nonrigid Dipole. 13 We consider two vibrating
oppositely charged ions of water H2O assuming that two H2O
molecules form a nonrigid O+-H‚‚‚O- dipole (other molecular
groups could also be attached to the oxygen atoms). The

concentrationNvib of charged molecules is commensurable with
the total concentrationN of water molecules (our estimate shows
that Nvib ≈ N/3). A nonrigid dipole performs a longitudinal
harmonic vibration governed by the elastic force constantk|,
fitted in such a way that the loss peakε′′q is located in the center
νq of the translational band (T-band), the frequencyνq being
about 200 cm-1. Note, the constantk| parametrizes the strained-
state potential energyU in the time-varying H-bond stretch∆l(t)
via U(k|) ) (1/2)k|∆l2. The calculated loss curvesε′′q(ν) are
depicted in Figure 3a for water at 27°C and in Figure 3b for
ice at-7 °C. We see that the bandwidth of the loss curveε′′q(ν)
is several times wider in water than in ice. However, in ice the
frequencyνq, determined by the HB elastic constantk|, does
not increase much. Because the equation of motion pertinent
to longitudinal vibration is linear, the profile of the curveε′′q(ν)
is Lorentzian.

In the case of water the center frequencyνq is almost
independent of temperature:νq(water)≈ 165 cm-1; however,
at room temperatureνq(water)≈ 190 cm-1. Such a difference
in νq value perhaps indicates that a certain change of structure
occurs in water at≈300 K (this conclusion is supported by other
facts15,22). The lifetimeτq is very short in the case of water: it
is near 0.08 ps and slowly increases with a decrease of
temperature. In ice this time is several times longer. It appears
that in ice longitudinal vibration of H-bonded molecules is much
less chaotic than in water. On the other hand, such vibration is
much less chaotic than reorientation in defects of ice structure:
Thus,τq(ice) . τq(water) andτq(ice) . τor(ice).

It appears that the H-bond is polarized. In view of our
estimate, the mean momentµq of a nonrigid dipole is about 3
times larger than the momentµor of a permanent dipole librating
in the hat well: µq/µor ≈ 7/2.5.

Mechanism c: LossContribution E′′µ Due to Harmonic
Reorientation of a Permanent Dipole about the H-Bond.13

In a first approximation this mechanism yields, just as in
mechanism b, one Lorentz line (we term it the V-band). Its
center frequencyνµ, located nearνq, is such that usuallyνµ <
νq (cf. Figure 3c with Figure 3a and also Figure 3d with Figure
3b). In terms of our approach the frequencyνµ is determined
by the dimensionless rotary force constantcrot related to the
rotational part of the strained-state potential energy asU(crot)
) (1/2)crotk|l2θ+, wherel is the mean length of the undisturbed
hydrogen bond andθ+ is a current (depending on timet) turn
of the H-bond with respect to its equilibrium position. In the
dimer of water molecules, used in calculations,l ) rOO - r )
1.83 Å, whererOO ) 2.85 Å is the mean distance between
neighboring oxygen atoms andr ) 1.02 Å is the covalent-bond
length.

In the case of ice the T- and V-bands are resolved as separate
bands (see Figure 6 below), so that the constantcrot could be
fitted with account of the experimental data. In the case of water

Figure 2. Scheme of the dimer of charged water molecules performing
various collective vibrations: 1, longitudinal vibration of a nonrigid
dipole; 2, harmonic reorientation of permanent dipolesµ- andµ+; 3,
nonharmonic transverse vibration of a nonrigid dipole. Solid and dashed
lines depict respectively the covalent and hydrogen bonds.
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these bands overlap (see Figure 4 below). Our studies show
that crot(water) is close tocrot(ice) and the rotary-vibration
lifetime τµ is close to the longitudinal-vibration lifetimeτq. One
may regard that both times are determined by harmonic motion
of the hydrogen bond. For better agreement with experiment it
is useful to setτµ > τq, as will be assumed in further calculation
(Figure 6).

Mechanism d: LossContribution E′µ Due to Nonharmonic
Transverse Vibration (TV) of a Nonrigid Dipole. This
mechanism originates under the influence of the transverse force
constantk⊥ from a periodic displacement of two oppositely
charged water molecules in the direction transverse to the
equilibrium HB direction. Parametrization of our model shows
that k⊥ comprises about one-third of the longitudinal constant
k|. The mean TV-vibration amplitudeb is rather small: it
comprises about one-third of the covalent-bond lengthr. Despite
the smallness ofb, the equation of motion, governing theb(t)
time dependence, is nonlinear. In terms of dimensionless
variabless, æ the equation of motion takes the form14 s̈ )
-2ws3. Heres ≡ 2b(l + r)-1 is the transverse displacement of
a water molecule from the equilibrium position,æ ) t/η⊥, so

that s̆ ≡ ds/dæ; the normalizing constantη⊥, having dimension
of time, is

wherem is the mass of a vibrating water molecule. The factor
w ≡ [k⊥l2(1 + a)4]/8kBT relates dimensionless TV potential
energyu⊥ to the deflections as u⊥ ) U⊥/(kBT) ) ws.4 The
effectiVe frequency (p⊥) and intensity (g⊥) factors allow variation,
respectively, of the positionν⊥ and of the TV loss-maximum
intensity. The latter intensity factor connects the transverse (µ⊥)
and longitudinal (µq) HB dipole moments by

To find the contribution∆ε⊥ to the total complex permittivity
ε, pertinent to the TV mechanism, we introduce the complex
frequencyz⊥ asz⊥ ≡ ω̂η⊥ ) x⊥ + iy⊥, x⊥ ) ωη⊥, y⊥ ) η⊥/τ⊥,
τ⊥ being the TV lifetime. Then, as follows from the theory,14

Figure 3. Contributions to the loss factor of water at 27°C (a, c, e) and of ice at-7 °C (b, d, f) due to specific vibrations of HB molecules: (a,
b) for longitudinal harmonic vibration of a nonrigid dipole; (c, d) for harmonic reorientation of a permanent dipole; (e, f) for nonharmonic transverse
vibration of a nonrigid dipole. Symbols T and V refer, respectively, to the T- and V-bands.

η⊥ ≡ p⊥(l + r)x m
4kBT

(1a)

µ⊥
2 ) g⊥µq

2 (1b)
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where G⊥ ) (π/kBT)µ⊥
2Nvib and Nvib ) rvibN, with rvib the

proportion of HB vibrating particles. The spectral function (SF)
L⊥ (z⊥) is found via integration overs as

slim being the limiting value ofs, found from comparison of
our theory with experiment (slim ) 0.2). It appears thatslim is
in principle determined by the molecular structure.

The factorD ≡ [2E(1/x2)/K (1/x2)] - 1≈ 0.627, where
K (·) andE(·) are the full elliptic integrals, respectively, of the
first and second kind.

Calculation gives14 the following approximate formula

for the number of vibration cycles performed by a nonrigid
dipole during the lifetimeτ⊥ ≈ η⊥/y⊥.

The loss frequency dependenceε′′⊥(ν) is described by eqs 2
and 3 and is non-Lorentzian. In view of Figure 3e,f calculated,
respectively, for water and ice, for reasonable dimer parameters
this dependence is located in the terahertz region. Transverse
vibrations are very damped, especially at low temperatures,
because the parameterm⊥ (4) is very small. In the case of water
it varies from 0.03 to 0.08, when the temperature rises from
-5.6 to +81.4 °C. So low m⊥ values could be ascribed to
collective oscillations performed by associated nonrigid dipoles.
This conclusion presents a certain generalization of our model,
because according to Figure 2formally only two molecules
participate in transverse vibration. Assuming that anindiVidual
dipole momentµind

⊥ of the transversally vibrating molecule is
about that (µq) for the longitudinally vibrating one, we arrive
at a rough estimate for an association factorú:

Figure 4. Dielectric loss spectra of water calculated (solid lines) and measured13,14(open circles) for the temperatures 81.4° (a, b), 27°C (c, d) and
-5.6 °C (e, f) in a wide frequency band (a, c, d) and in the THz region (b, d, f). Dashed lines: calculation without account of transverse vibration.
Symbols as in Figures 1 and 3.

∆ε⊥ ) g⊥G⊥L⊥(z⊥) (2)

L⊥(z⊥) ) 3w∫0

slim
(18Dws2 - z⊥

2)s6 exp(-ws4) ds

12w2s4 + z⊥
4

/∫0

slims2

exp(-ws4) ds (3)

m⊥ ≈ [1 - exp(-ulim)][8x2wK (1/x2)y⊥∫0

slim s2

exp(-ws4) ds]-1 (4)
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It follows from Table 1 that in supercooled (SC) water this factor
surprisingly increases up to≈12, whereas in water at room
temperature and in iceú is an order of magnitude less:

It is very interesting that the numberm⊥ strongly increasesin
ice:

So sharp an increase of the ratiom⊥(ice)/m⊥(SC water),
comprising about 20, corresponds to the decrease in ice of the
association factor (as compared with that in SC water) and
perhaps is somehow related to the waterf ice phase transition.
Note this transition is accompanied by enhanced narrowing of
the librational, translational and V-bands, cf., respectively,
Figure 1b with 1a, Figure 3b with 3a, and Figure 3d with 3c.

It should be noted that comparison of frequency dependences
ε′′⊥(ν), calculated for ice and water, such as shown in (f) and
(e) of Figure 3, does not permit a direct comparison of the
change of ice/water dynamics, induced by the waterf ice
transition, because these dependences are determined by many
other parameters of the system under consideration.

Overall Loss Spectrum of Liquid Water. The total complex
permittivity is found as a sum

of contributions from molecules, reorienting in the hat well,
and from vibrating HB molecules. The first term in (7) refers
to permittivity of the LIB state, viz. to mechanism a, and is
given by

We employ the Gross collision model,8-10 for which the
complex susceptibilityøor is determined by the autocorrelator
(“spectral function” given in refs 12 and 13)Lor of the hat model
as

where the normalized concentration

and the Kirkwood correction factor

n∞
2 ≈ 1.7 is the optical permittivity (at the end of the dielectric-

relaxation region); the librating-dipole momentµor is connected
with that (µ0) of a free water molecule asµor ) (1/3)kµµ0(n∞

2

+ 2), the fitting coefficientkµ being close to unity.
The second term in (7) represents the composite complex

permittivity

due to mechanisms b-d. For the first two terms in (7) we
employ the simplified formula, presented in ref 13 as a sum of
two Lorentz lines. The analytic expression for the last term in
(8) is given above by eqs 2 and 3. The symbol∆ is used in (7),
because theopticalpartn∞

2 of the permittivityε′, not depending
on frequency, is already included in the first term in (7):
Re(∆εvib) f 0 at the end of the overall band under consideration.
We have from (7) the vibration loss as

In the above we have considered each term in (7), below we
shall calculate the total loss

In Figure 4a,c we show by solid lines the loss spectrumε′′(ν)
calculated in the wide band 0.1-1000 cm-1 for the temperatures
81.4 and 27°C. The experimental frequency dependences,
depicted by open circles, are taken from ref 23 for 27°C and
ref 24 for 81.4°C.

The curves in Figure 4b,d marked by solid lines concern the
narrower terahertz region and describe the specific phenomena
related to vibration of HB molecules. The calculation, not
accounting for the TV vibration, is depicted in Figure 4b,d by
dashed lines. It is evident that the transverse vibration plays a
noticeable role. In this region a certain loss “deficit” is
characteristic. The seeming impossibility to overcome this deficit
theoretically was one of the main problems of our early
investigations.10

The loss peak located near frequency 150 cm-1 (it is depicted
as T, V) originates from harmonic elastic vibration of HB
molecules. The minimum in the T, V curves at∼50 cm-1 gets
washed out with increase ofT: at high temperature the curve
ε′′(ν) decreases monotonically (Figure 4a,b). Note, the fitted
proportionrvib of vibrating HB molecules undergoes with change
of T only small changes. We see that the T- and V-bands are
barely separated in the case of water, where usually they are
both jointly called “translational band”.

The loss peak near the border of the far-IR region, atν ≈
700 cm-1, depicted as L, arises due to reorientation of a rigid
dipole in the hat well. This mechanism is responsible also for
a rather wide microwave loss peak, depicted as D, which is
located between the frequencies 0.1 and 10 cm-1. In this region
and at lower frequencies our theory is parametrized with account
of the empirical analytical formula17 for ε to obtain agreement
of the calculated complex permittivityε with that given by
Debye theory. Our parametrization also shows, in agreement
with known experimental data and the results15,22 of modeling
of dielectric spectra, that a monotonic dependence onT of some
fitted model parameters experiences a break at room tempera-
tures. This phenomenon perhaps indicates that a certain
structural change occurs in a narrow temperature interval near
300 K.

The calculated spectrum (Figure 4a,c) agrees very well with
experiment.23,24 However, we should state the reservation that
a certain scattering is observed in these measurements.

Wideband Loss Spectrum of Supercooled (SC) Water.For
this calculation the same formulas were used as those employed
in the previous section. This spectrum is depicted in Figure 4e,f,
which concerns-5.6 °C. For all temperatures the same hat-
potential valueUor is retained. The other fitted parameters are
also retained or changed a little, with the following exceptions

∆εvib ) ∆εq + ∆εµ + ∆ε⊥ (8)

ε′′vib ) ε′′q + ε′′µ + ε′′⊥ (9)

ε′′(ν) ) ε′′or + ε′′vib ) ε′′or + ε′′q + ε′′µ + ε′′⊥ (10)

ς ) xg⊥ (5)

ú(water at 300 K)≈ 2 ú(SC water)≈ 12.4
ú(ice)≈ 1 (6a)

m⊥(water at 300 K)≈ 0.07 m⊥(SC water)≈ 0.03

m⊥(ice)≈ 1.31 (6b)

ε ) εor + ∆εvib (7)

εor ) (1/4)[12πøor + n∞
2 + x(12πøor + n∞

2)2 + 8n∞
4] (7a)

øor )
gorGor(1 - rvib)zorLor

gorxor + iyorLor

Gor )
µor

2(1 - rvib)N

3kBT

gor )
(εs - ∆εs - n∞

2)[2(εs - ∆εs) + n∞
2]

12πGor(1 - rvib)(εs - ∆εs)
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(see Table 1): (i) the effective frequency and intensity
parametersp⊥ andg⊥ introduced, respectively, in (1a) and (1b),
substantially increase; (ii) the lifetimeτor, viz. lifetime of the
hat potential, approximately doubles.

Transition from+27 to-5.6°C reveals itself in (a) increase
of the “loss deficit” (of space between the solid and dashed
curves in Figure 4d,f), (b) the low-frequency shift of the TV
loss maximum, and (c) decrease of the TV-lifetimeτ⊥. Increase
of p⊥ andg⊥ at T ) -5.6 °C (as compared with their values at
27 °C) confirms the above statement thatassociation of
molecules increases in water at low temperatures. In Figure 5
we represent the temperature dependence of the association
factor ú introduced by eq 5. This dependence exhibits a very
sharp increase ofú with a decrease ofT for T < 300 K. This
increase means that the fitted “longitudinal” dipole momentµ|

remains practically constant with a decrease of temperature,
whereas the “transverse” momentµ⊥ drastically increases. The
association factorú is in SC water about 6 times greater than
in water at room temperature. So, our results mean that more
than two molecules may participate in collective motion and
that this effect reveals itself in SC water in the THz region
1-100 cm-1.

Note, in terms of our semiphenomenological approach the
first mention of collective molecular motions, given in ref 13,
is actually supported by theú(T) sharp rise (Figure 5), whereas
previously10 only gas-like models were employed in our works,
in which molecular association was neglected. Perhaps, one may
consider this phenomenon as a feature relating to the waterf
ice transition. Therefore, the use for calculation of a dimer
depicted in Figure 2 becomes rather conditional. Nevertheless,
our TV model still provides an important insight into molecular
interactions, if the fitting parametersp⊥ andg⊥ are regarded as
those giving a semiphenomenological description of the far-IR
spectra in the fluid under consideration.

The librational band narrows (cf. Figure 4c,e) in supercooled
water, the frequencyνor of its maximum lowers; and the
absorption band near the frequency 150 cm-1 is revealed more
distinctly than at room temperature (cf. Figure 4d,f). One might
suppose that similar consideration could also be useful regarding
physical processes in glasses and biological objects.

Resonance Far-Infrared Spectrum of Ice.We consider the
ice H2O spectrum at the temperature-7 °C in the frequency
range 10-1000 cm-1. In comparison with the two previous
sections, related to water, the calculation scheme is modified
as follows:

(i) The high-frequency approximation12,13is used also for the
LIB state, viz. also for molecules reorienting in the hat well.
Instead of (7a), the complex permittivity of this state is
represented as

so that the total complex permittivity is calculated from the
expression

The constantδ∞ is obtained from the condition that the total
dielectric constant Re[ε(ν)], found from (12), should at its
minimum (near the end of the far-IR region) slightly exceed
unity. In our calculationδ∞ is close to the optical permittivity
n∞

2: δ∞ ) 1.9, whereasn∞
2 ) 1.7.

(ii) For two elastically vibrating HB molecules we employ,
as was mentioned above, two slightly different lifetimesτq and
τµ (above we setτµ ) τq ≈ τvih ≈ 0.08 ps, whereas in this
calculationτq ≈ 0.23 ps andτµ ≈ 0.34 ps). This yields better
agreement with the experiment.25

The resulting far-IR absorption (a) and loss (b) spectra are
presented for ice in Figure 6 (several fitted/estimated parameters
are given in Table 1). The calculated spectrum, shown by solid
lines, agrees better with the experimental spectrum,25 depicted
by open circles, than the spectra obtained previously13 without
improvement (ii) and without account of the last term in (10).
Although, as seen from Figure 6, theε′′⊥(ν) dependence,
depicted by dashed curve, is low (it is rather close to the abscissa
axis), the role of transverse vibration is, however, fundamental,
especially, in respect of the ice THz spectrum. We also see from
Figure 6 that the T- and V-bands (depicted by the symbols T
and V) unlike water are resolved. This circumstance ultimately
justifies involving the harmonic “reorientation” mechanism (c)
along with the harmonic “longitudinal” mechanism (b).

Conclusions.Consideration of transverse vibration of HB
molecules, supplemented by description of mechanisms a-c,
facilitates aquantitatiVe agreement between the calculated far-
infrared water/ice and experimental17,23-25 spectra. Such an
agreement, reached after parametrization of the employed model,
could not be obtained previously13,22sneither for ice and
supercooled water nor for liquid water at temperatures near the
boiling point.

It seems on the face of it that it is possible to successfully
describe analytically the spectrum of a fluid, containing several
absorption/loss peaks, with the concomitant large number of
free parameters. Actually, however, it is hardly possible.For
ice we do not know any attempt of such sort.For water most
attempts were made for the relaxation (Debye) spectrum
containing a single loss peakε′′ in the microwave region. In a
pioneering work17 by Liebe et al. an explanation of the wideband
water spectrumε(ν) was given in terms of two Debye and two
Lorentz lines (see also ref 10, p 144, and ref 15). Unfortunately,
this representation is not applicable for the temperatures
exceeding the room temperature;15 moreover, it does not allow
us to interpret the influence of temperature on water spectra.
On the contrary, our description allows a coherent interpretation
of the change of water spectra in a wide temperature range15 as
well as the comparison (in terms of the same model) of
parameters employed for water, supercooled water and ice.

In the first part of this article we have analyzed the spectrum
provided by each of four mechanisms, and in the second part
we have calculated the overall loss spectra (10) and (12),
respectively, for water and ice. Our approach gives a correct
description of the main features of these spectra, which in the
far-IR range exhibit several maxima and minima with specific
temperature dependences. These results are achieved by con-
sidering (a) libration of a rigid dipole in the hat potential, (b)
elastic harmonic vibration of a nonrigid dipole along the H-bond,

Figure 5. Temperature dependence of the association factor (5).

εor ≈ ∆εor + δ∞ ∆εor ) 6πLor(zor) (11)

ε ≈ εor + ∆εvib ) ∆εor + ∆εvib + δ∞ (12)
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(c) elastic harmonic reorientation of a rigid dipole about such
a bond, and (d) nonharmonic bending vibration of a nonrigid
dipole perpendicular to the H-bond.

A simple formula (5) is proposed for an association factorú
relating the dipole momentsµ⊥ and µq of transversally and
longitudinally vibrating molecules. In view of Figure 5 it follows
from our theory, parametrized with account of terahertz water
spectra, that the sharp rise of this factorú should occur, if the
temperature decreases below 300 K. However, in ice this factor
drops by an order of magnitude:ú(SC water)≈ 12.4, whereas
ú(ice)≈ 1. Therefore, the factorú represents some characteristic
of structural/phase transitions occurring in aqueous fluids with
change of temperature. Note that on the other hand the neutron
diffraction reveals26 some similarity between deeply cooled
water and different forms of ice.

It appears that the MD simulation method, which is in
principle more fundamental than the employed semiphenom-
enological (SP) approach, up to now yields1-7 only aqualitatiVe
agreement of theory with experiment. Such an advantage of the
SP modeling arises, in our opinion, mainly due to following
reason. Our autocorrelator (the spectral functionL(z), which is
linearly related to the dipolar ACF spectrum) involves8-10

distribution overtimes tv between strong collisions of dipoles.
The mean valueτ of these times, termed simply “lifetime”,
represents an important parameter of our theory. Indeed, the
complex spectral functionL(z) is represented asL(ωη + iη/τ),
where ω is the angular frequency of radiation andη is the
microscopic parameter of the type (1a) having the dimension
of time. In the SP approach we introduce four lifetimesτor, τq,
τµ ≈ τq, andτ⊥, corresponding, respectively, to the motion types
a-d. These lifetimes are fitted(see Table 1) to get the best
agreement with the experimental spectra, whereas in a typical
MD calculation scheme (see, e.g., ref 6) a similar fitting
procedure is lacking, because only a fewsteady-statewater
parameters are involved, and therefore there is no means for
allowing fine adjustment of the MD-calculated spectrum.

We may provide the following facts giving an independent
support of our model/theory.

(1) The angle 2â, through which a permanent dipole turns in
the hat well, and the corresponding linear displacementL, agree
with the data.19,27

(2) The fitted lifetimesτ of fast molecular motions, com-
mensurable with a part of a picosecond, have the same order of
magnitude as, e.g., in the work.28

(3) The dimer’s dimensions correspond to the accepted
standard.

(4) The employed concept that the translational band, placed
near 180 cm-1, is determined mainly by movements of oxygen
atoms is widely spread; see, e.g., ref 29.

(5) Mechanism d of nonharmonic transverse vibration was
successfully applied30 for calculation of nonresonance ice spectra
in the submillimeter wavelength range.

In the future it would be desirable to apply the semiphenom-
enological approach for the following:

(i) Analytical calculation, in a range of temperatures, of
resonance and nonresonance ice spectra, including the low
frequency relaxation band. Note, only empirical descriptions
of nonresonance ice spectra are known (see, e.g., ref 18), some
exception being the work.31 An incorrect interpretation of the
origin of the ice relaxation spectrum may be found in the
literature (see, e.g., ref 21).

(ii) Elaboration of the theory allowing calculation of the low-
frequency Raman scattering spectra in terms the same model
that is used for our study of dielectric spectra of water and ice.

Note Added in Proof. In recent work32 it was shown in terms
of the first-principle quantum approach that for a tetrahedral
coordination of O atoms the polarization effects depend on the
environment, unlike previous MD calculation, in a strong
intermolecularway. Our simplified classical approach, in which
the translational band is ascribed to interaction of two adjacent
chargedmolecules, qualitatively agrees with ref 32, since we
actually ascribe this band to the same origin.
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